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Introduction
\\re present a map of the coseisrnic displacement field resulting from
the Landers, CA, June 28, 1992 earthquake derived using data acquired
from an orbiting high resolution radar system, We achieve results more
accurate than previous space studies and similrir in accuracy to those
obtained by conventional field survey techniqutx Data from the IRS-l
synthetic aperture radar instrument acquired in April, July, and August
1992 are used to generate a high resolution, wide area map of the
displacements. The data represent the motion in the direction of the
radar line of sight to cm level precision of each 30 m resolution element
in a 113 km by 90 km image. Our coseismic displacement contour
msrp gives a lobed pattern consistent with theoretical models of the
displacement field from the earthquake. Comparison of these data with
GPS and EDM survey data yield a correlation of 0.96, thus the radar
meswurerrlents are a tneans to extend the point me~surements acquired
by traditional techniques to an area map format. The technique we
use is i) more automatic, ii) more precise, and iii) better validated
than previous similar applications of differential radar interferometry.
Since we require only remotely-sensed satellite data with no additional
requirements for ancillary informrttion, the technique is well suited for
global seismic monitoring and analysis.
There has been much recent activity by at le~t two groups applying the capabilities of r.arfar interferometry to the study of seismic phenomena. Massonet et al. ( 19’33) of Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales
(CN13S) in Toulouse, France used an interferometric digital elevation
model derived from the Europenn Space Agency (ESA) ERS-1 satellite rinta for analysis of the magnitude 7.3 earthquake centered near
I,anders, CA on June 28, 1992. In this study a single interferogram
which containeci phase signals from the local topography and from the
earthquake displacements was subtracted from a manipulated USGS
15 minute DEM of the area. The residual phases were interpreted as
grourrrl displacements from the event. The interferogram, when correeted for topographic effects, shows a displaced dual-lobed pattern
of fringes emanating from the fault zone, where each fringe represents
about 2.8 cm of motion in the radar line of sight direction. They also
derive a theoretical fringe pattern from a model of the earthquake motion which mrrtches the observations fairly closely.
In this paper, we approach the Landers analysis differently from
hfassonet et al. by utilizing only data acquired by the ERS- 1 satellite. Our approach overcomes the aforementioned limitations, hence
is more readily quantifiable given the radar system parameters, and
the quality of the result can be measured “up front.” Specifically, imprecision introducd by the USGS DEM in the CNES study is not
present, coregistration occurs automatically in forming the interferb
grams, and the entire usable phase field is “unwrapped,” meaning that
the displacement at each point is known digitally in an absolute sense.
Unwrapping renders the displacement field more amenable to computer
mortelling and analysis and permits the precision of tbe technique to
be increased from the 2.8 cm radar line of sight reported by Massonet
to about 0.2 cm obtained here. Ihrrther, we verify the accuracy of the
measurements by comparing to a displacement field derived from conventional surveying tsxhniques. These survey data were derived from
a combination of Electronic Distance Measurement (EDM) lines and
Global Positioning System (GPS) satelljte receivers. The methods and
results presented here can serve as a bawline for the design of a seismic
monitoring program.
Summary of theory
A side-lookjng spaceborne synthetic aperture radar system may map

a continuous swath many tens of kilometers in width as the satellite
progresses along its orbit track, yielding mcwwrremetrts of the amplitude
and phase of radar echoes associated with independent patches on the
ground perhaps 10 m in size this size is the rewdution of the radar.
We first examine the case where no ground movement between radar
observations occurs. Consider two radar systems observing the same
ground swath from two positions Al and A2, respectively, as illustrated
in Figure 1. The memrred phswe at each point in each of the two
radar images may be taken as equal to the sum of a propagation part
proportional to the round-trip distance traveled and a scattering part
due to the interaction of the wave with the ground. If each resolution
element on the ground behaves the same for each observation (see more
on this important condition below), then calculating the difference in
the ph~$es removes dependence on the scattering mechanism and gives
a quantity dependent only on geometry. If the two path lengths are
taken to be p and p -t 6P, the measured phase difference @ will be
(1)
or 2~ times the round-trip distance difference in wavelengths, and
15p w Bsin(O - a )

(2)

6p w ql.

(3)

or
B ll = B sin(O - o) is simply the component of the baseline parallel to
the look direction.
Equations (1 - 3) show that the measured phase of an interferometer is the component of the interferometer baseline parallel to the look
direction to a given point on the surface measured in wavelengths, multiplied by two for round-trip travel. We note that the height sensitivity
of the instrument enters through the dependence of the exact look angle O on the altitude z = h – pcos 0, where h is the height of the sensor
above the reference surface.
If a second (denoted prime) interferogram is acquired over the same
area, sharing one orbM with the previous pair so that p and O are
unchanged (dashed lines in figure 1), we can compare the interferogram
phases with each other. This second interferogram is acquired with a
different baseline B’ and baseline orientation o’, thus a different B1l’.
Combkring (1) and (3) above we obtain
# = +11’.

(4)

Examination of tbe ratio of the two phases yields
(5)
In other words the ratio of the phases is equal to the ratio of the parallel
components of the baseline, independent of the topography.
Now consider the situation of two interferograms acquired over the
same region as before but in this case an earthquake has displaced each
resolution element bet ween observations for the primed interferogram.
The displacements are assumed small with respect to a resolution cell so
that the radar echoes remain correlated. Here in addition to the phase

●

.
,

‘ riepencicnce on topography there is a phase change duc to the radar
line-of-sight component of the (iisplacwnent Ap. In this interferogram
the phase r$’ will be given by
(6)
*
I’lw displacement term Ap adds to the topographic phase term, creating confusion in the interpretation of the result. Ilrswever, if the
data from the initial unprimed interferogram are scaied by the ratio
of the parrdlei components of the baseline and subtracted from the
primed interferograrn, we cm obtain a solution depen[ient only on the
displacement of the surface, as follows
(7)
Since the quantity on the left is cietmnined entirely by the phases of the
irrterfmograms and the orbit ,gcometries, the line of sight component of
the displacement Ap, is measurable for each point in the scene.
ERS-1 Observations of the Landers Earthquake
The ERS-1 radar system, operating at a wavelength of 5.67 cm,
images the Erwtb from an rdtitode of about 700 km and produces radar
backscatter maps of 100 km wicie swaths at a resolution of about 25 m
across track anti 6 maiong track. W’e obtained raw ERS-1 radar signai
samples acquired over the I,nnders region on April 24, July 3, and
August 7, 1992. Recombined these to form two interferograms, one
from the April-August pairzmd one from the July-August pair. The
Aprii-August pair spans the June 28 earthquake, and wa.. chosen over
the Aprii-July pair which exhibited anexceptionaliy large brrseline. No
data were acquiredon May29when thesatellite again passed over the
site.
We processed the radar signal samples to interferograms at JPL using a software processor constructed specifically by us for ERS-1 interferometric applications. The data were processed using a range-Doppier
algorithm, but the rnnge compressed signals were fiitered for the JtrlyAugust pair using the method suggested by GateIii et al. (1993) to
reduce baseline decorrelntion. We found that this approach yielded
about 5-10 % greater correlation in some regions at the expense of a
slight reduction in range resolution.
The interferograms were filtered using a spatially variable bandpass
tliter that selc<ted the opt,imttl fringe rate prmsband in each 32 by 32
pixel subregion in the interferogrrun. [n this process we also identified
areas of low fringe visibility to serve as a mask in the final product,
eliminating regions where we felt we could not trust the phase estimates. The dnta were then unwrapped using the method of Hiramatsu
(personal communication, A. Hirarnatsu, 1992), which is an extension
of the method first presented by Goidstein et al. (1988).
Finnlly, the (iifferentinl intcrferogram was calculated by scaling the
July-August rnea.wrement by the ratio of the parallel baseline comfw
nents for each look ongle and subtracting that value from the corresponding value in the Aprii-Attgust pair. The result is a map of the
dispiacemmrts of the ground in radnr line of sight direction (equation
7). Figure 2 shows the radar reflectivity of the Landers region; in addition, contour lines representing iine of sight displacements spaced every
5 cm are dispiaye(i.
Comparison with field measurements
In this section we discuss the accuracy of our meawrrements and
compare the results to those obtainwi in the fieid using Global Positioning Sateiiite (GPS) and Elcwtronic Distance Measurement (EDM)
survey data. As a basis of comparison we will use the coseismic displacement field solution a.. de[-ived by Freymueller et ai. (1993), data
which were compiied by Hudrnlt et al. (1993). Hudnut et ai. also analyzed these data nnd obtained a slightly different, but consistent soiution. Th&se calculated displacements were derived from a combination
of GPS data from several sources nncl EDM line lengths obtained by the
USGS (please see the above references for a more detailed description
of the data sources and techniques).
As stated previously, the radar technique is sensitive to the line of
sight component of motion. \Ve therefore calculated the component
of the GPS motion vectors in the direction of the projedion on the
ground of the ruiar sensor boresight, the vector from the sensor to a
point on the Earth’s surface. As for the radar measurements, since the

line of sight dllerxlon is not in the plane defined by the krcai Eorth
s[lrface, we df,riv[~i the equivalent horizontal surfnce motion to yield
~he observd slant range displacement. l’hc results of both of these
calculations are shown in figure 3. For each survey site, dcmotwi by a
triangle, we illustrate vectors corresponding to motion as (determined
by survey techniques (diamond-headed arrows) and as determined by
the radar (cross-headed arrows). A’ote that the radar vcwtors are all
parallel to the edge of the radar image, as only the component of motion
in the line of sight is meaaurd. The mean vaiue of the differences is
0.9 cm, and the rms difference is 18.9 cm. The formal correlation of
the data is 0.96.
Discussion
We have shown that it is possibie to map a cmeismic (displacement
field resulting from a major earthquake using only (iata acquired from
an orbiting high resolution radar system, and achieve results comparable in magnitude to those obtained by conventional field survey techniques. Data from the ERS-1 synthetic aperture radar instrument acquired at three separate instances of time are sufficient to generate a
high resolution, wicie aren map of the displacements. Qmpariscm of
these data with GPS and f3Dhf survey data indicate a high degree
of confidence in the radnr measurements. We are confident that the
differences between the raciar arxi GPS measurements are reconcilable
and do not point to a fundamental limitation in the radar technique.
Further work is treedeci along these lines however.
The power of the differential interferometry technique for seism~
logical applications lies in its cm-scale measurement sensitivity of Iin*
of-site displacements over a wide nrea. The derived displacement fieids
can be used as a tight constraint in the modeling of earthquake motion. The fine accuracy, fine spntiai resolution, and iarge areal coverage
will likely allow increa~ingly detailed models to be expiored, on both
large and small spatial scales. The promise of a system to map small
scale fractures in the Earth’s surface over a wide region automatically
with a remote sensing system will greatly facilitate fieid activities by
permitting concentration in the mat important areas.
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Figure 1. Radar imaging .goonwt ry. ‘Jibe snlid lines show that radar
signal paths for the firs! intcrfcrogran~ pair fornmd by antennas at Al
and A2. I)ashccl Iitws show signal [mth for second \ntcrfcrt)grarn a~cluircd rnwr l,hc same site but with ant cnnas Iocatod at A 1 and A2’.
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Fig,urc 3. l)is~)lacen~[’nt vectors as measured by GI’S / l~l)hl data
and by radar it]t[,rfcrc)rl][’try. Each G1’S or Fl)hf site is denoted by a
triangle, an(i a vector ending with a square (GI’S/l;I)hl mrw-wlrcwlcnt)
and o vectnr ending with an ‘x’ (radar r[]c’as~lrc,r]]t’rlt) arc shmvn in the
direct ion nf mot im. Nntc t bat for the radar case nnly t I](} cnmpmwnt
in tbr radar line-of-sight direct inn is dt cremincd and thus dl rn(msurerncnts are ~)arallcl, Vectors arc cnrrclalcd at 0.96 Icvel, and s}iow that
ra(inr and field surveys are mwwuring similar [lhCIIOIIl(’Il il.

Figurr 2. Image of Landers reginn w i t h the radar rdkctivity of
the surface shnwn as brightrwss. Contours indicating each 5 cm c)f
dis[Jacenwnt are dri~wn in black.
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